
The Commune 

Dir: Thomas Vinterberg (screenplay by Vinterberg & Tobias Lindholm) 
Cast: Trine Dyrholm (Anna); Ulrich Thomsen (Erik); Helene Reingaard Neumann ( Emma); Martha S W 
Hansen (Freja0. 

Released in UK 2016. 90 mins. 

Danish director Thomas Vinterberg’s own experiences of growing up in a commune during the 1970s and 
80s inform his unflinching approach to the subject in this drama, based on his own stage play, Kollektivet. 
The film, shot on HD digital video, has much in common thematically with Lukas Moodysson’s Together 
(2001) ,and The Idiots (1999) by fellow Dogme 95 director Lars von Trier. Some critics see The Commune as 
being rather more melodramatic than these earlier movies, in it's exploration of the emotional fallout when an 
experiment in collective living coincides with the breakdown of a marriage. 

University lecturer Erik inherits a huge house on the outskirts of Copenhagen and is dissuaded from selling it 
by his wife, Anna, who proposes sharing the space with like-minded friends, a concept entirely alien to Erik’s 
way of thinking,  as a means of easing the financial burden, and staving off the middle-class, middle-age 
ennui that threatens to engulf their marriage. Anna, a local television news reader, thrives in the hubbub of 
their new living arrangement. But Erik resents the fact that his voice is no longer heard, and is flattered by 
attention from an attractive young student, Emma. His hand is forced when the relationship is discovered (in 
an agonising, finely acted scene) by his daughter, Freja. Critics have drawn attention to the performance of 
Martha Hansen in this role as being one of the few substantial supporting ones in the film. When Emma 
moves into the commune as Erik’s new partner, Anna finds herself stranded on the outside of the community. 
Her breakdown is bitter and undignified.Clearly the commune is emotionally fraught - is there any other kind? 

Apart from Freja, Anna and Erik assemble a gallery of of hirsuite, laid-back, cigarette-smoking supporting 
players for their new drama of communal living: the shy, penniless Allen, who keeps bursting into tears; 
boozy Ole; easygoing Mona; earnest Ditte, and cuddly Steffen. They hit upon house rules, which basically 
means a regular meeting around the kitchen table, at which they must provide an emotional audit and say 
how they are “doing”. Important new decisions will be settled with a vote. At first the commune is euphoric 
and celebrates with a group skinny dip: a frank and funny exercise in wobbly, unsexualised nudity. But the 
excitement can’t last: Anna feels disoriented and marginalised by subsequent events. Can there be any point  
in a drama about a commune that is not torn apart with sexual tensions? 

It will be interesting to learn what Chelmsford Film Club members, and guests, think of the symbolism 
(“broken-heart symbolism” as one critic calls it) of the chronically ill child, continually telling the adults that he 
hasn’t long to live!? 

Our Next Film: MIA MADRE ( Thursday 16 Feb). We still await clarification as to whether we can show 
BLACK MOUNTAIN POETS on 21 March or if an alternative film will be shown - all will be revealed! But after 
the film on 21 March there is an opportunity to stay behind and engage in our second DISCUSSION event. 
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